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Abstract

Theoretical models of individual labor supply behavior are ttadi-

tionally developed within the context of a highly idealized economic

environment. The observable labor t.arket to which economists wish to

apply these labor supply models often differ radically from the idealized

world assumed in the theory. In this paper we discuss a number of import-

ant discrepancies between the two. Our discussion and proposed solutions

are focused on the development of an empirical model applicable to data

on prime-age males from the Michigan Panel Study of Income Dynamics,

but many of the issues discussed are relevant for the construction of

models for other groups. The discussion covers five basic areas:

1. The potential limitations of the simple labor supply model,

based only on income-lei3ure tradeoffs, are discussed.

2. Sources of randomness in observed labor supply behavior and

its consequences for the estimation of systematic labor supply responses

are considered. Measurement error, disequilibrium effects, interpersonal

differences, and intertemporal variation are discussed.

3. The model is extended to accommodate earnings opportunities

other than a simple constant wage rate. Increasing marginal income

tax rates and overtime premiums are the major factors considered.

4. Demand-related factors that prevent workers from achieving

marginal equilibrium at their marginal wage rates are explored in some

detail. Criteria are suggested for the selection of a sample of workers

who are less seriously affected by these problems.

5. The treatment of time lost due to unemployment and illness is

discussed in the context of a model developed by Samuel Rea. The

model is also applied to time spent commuting to work.



THEORETICAL LABOR SUPPLY MODELS ANN REAL WORLD COM2LICATIONS

The classical economic theory of individual labor supply has been

widely employed as the basis for empirical studies of labor supply

behavior. The properties of the thecretical model are derived in the

context of an idealized and highly simplified economic world. The useful-

ness of the theoretical model as a basis for inference about workers'

behavior in the contemporary labor market depends critically on the success-

ful adaptation of the simple model to the complexities of the real world.

The major simplifying assumptions that are used in deriving the

theoretical model are the followirq .

a. The preferences on which labor supply decisions are based are

adequately rep esented by a classical static uuility function

having the leisure time of workers and the total ma.,:ket con-

sumption of the unit as its only arguments.

b. The labor supply function is an exact function of budget

variables and describes the optimal behavior of single

individual or a population of individuals having identical

stable preferences.

c. The opportunity set on which utility is optimized is a simple

line
I
defined by a level of nonwage income, I, and a wage rate,

w, which is constant for all hours of work. The budget variables,

I and w, are presumed to be exogenously determi-aed.

d. Workers are presumed to be free to choose any nonnegative level

of work hours that maximizes utility subject to the simple

budget constraint. In particular, the optimal labor supply

points are presumed to be internal solutions as opposed to

corner solutions.



In this paNr we will review a number of the more import,ant

di,r,pancies between the characteristics of tlie real economic environ-

rIn ,)nd the assumptions underlying the theoretical model. Much of

our da;::: about the compleKities of labor market opportunities is drawn

from the Michigan Panel Study of Income Dynamics. Accordingly, our

discussica of empiriral problems with the simple theoretical model and

our proposed solutions to those problems will be cast in the context

of that data set. The discussion will also focus on employed male

heads of households because the data are most complete for that popu-

lation group. The resulting empirical model, in its full detail, will

thus be relatively specialized. Many of the problems discussed arise

in other contexts, however, so that elements of our discussion have

much broader relevance.

We shall employ two basic strategies in our approach to empirical

complexities of the labor supply model. For cases where complicating

factors may be quantified and measured, we will modify and expand the

theoretical model accordingly. In other cases we will simplify the

real world by excluding from the proposed analysis those individuals

whose employment opportunities are too complex or too poorly measured

to fit within the rubric of the demand theory model. The latter

strategy does have the consequence of limiting the scope of our

proposed analysis. However, the restriction to workers facing well-

measured employment opportunities will facilitate more general in-

ference about the form of the labor supply function and the underlyThg

structure of preferences for income and leisure along the lines dis-

cussed in an earlier paper (Dickinson, 1975). The general discussion

5
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will seek to place the streagths and weaknesses of our proposed inference

About laho supply behavior in balanced perspective.

The empirtcal problems diacussed in the first four

sectfnns of this paper col-respond roughly to the major simplifying

assumptions outlined above. Some of the more difficult problems result

from the simultaneous breakdown of two or more of these assumptions, so

the discussions within each section progress from the treatment of a

given issue in isolat:i.on to a Consideration of several simultaneous

empirical difficulties.

Section I includes a justification of the use of the simple

utility model and a discussion of some of the limitations of this model.

The basic model is common to a great majority of labor supply studies

and our discussion is brief.

Section II is devoted to an extensive discussion of the sto-

chastic specification of the empirical labor supply function within the

context of the utility maximization model. We distinguish four major

sources of random variation in observed labor supply behavior: measure-

ment error, minor disequilibrium effects, interpersonal diversity of

preferences, and intertemporal variance in preferences. A realistic

specification for stochastic effects arising from diversity of prefer-

ences is seen to require a random coefficients model. Under this model,

the usual cross-sectional estimate of the substitution effect will

generally be biased. Section II concludes with a discussion of the

problem of the endogeneity of nonwage income due to differential

preferences for the accumulation of assets.

6
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The empirical problems caused by "egmented budget structures are

discussed in Section III. Appropriate transformations-are developed to

represent the net effects of overtime premiums and progressive marginal

income tax rates. The problem that a worker's marginal tax rate or

overtime premium depends on his choice of work hours is also discussed.

An imputation procedure is developed to combat the resulting biases.

Section IV focuses on the problem of demand-related constraints

on work hours. We present tabulations that indicate widespread inci-

dence of such constraints and provide a skeptical review of the thesis

that these constraints are not important in the long run. We then

discuss the selection criteria for a subsample of workers who are sub-

stantially free of demand-related constraints and consider whether

estimates based on that subsample will be subject to differential

selection bias.

In the last substantive section of the papar, section V, we discuss

the empirical treatment of unemployment, illness, and commuting time.

The specification developed by Rea (1971, 1974), in which unemployment

time is treated as an independent variable, is extended to cover illness

time and commuting time as well.

I. The SimRle Utility Function

The first assumption, that labor supply behavior may be modeled

on the basis oE a simple utility function of leisure and market con-

sumption, is central to our model, as it has been to most labor supply

models in the literature. Clearly, many factors other than simple

income-leisure choices enter into the labor supply decisions of indi-

vidual workers. The simple utility model is chosen as a useful

7
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simplification, however, because it is believed to provide a good approxi-

mate Ktrlicture for modeling those aspects of behavior that are systemati-

cally related to variations in economic incentives. The effects of the

multitude of other, unmeasured, factors that influence labor supply deci-

sions are incorporated into the stochastic specification of the model that

will be discussed in some detail in the next section.

The implications of the simple ltility approximation bear some

consideration, however. Both basiL are composites of many dif-

ferent elements. Leisure, in the economist's terminology, is simply a

shorthand for all time not directly related to market work.
2

The actual

components of leiQure may include such varied activities as vacation

cruises, dinner parties, shaving, mowing the lawn, and repairing the

family car. Our assumption that the sum of all such nonmarket time may

be treated as a single composite good rests on the further assumption

that a worker is relatively free to allocate nonmarket time to suit

his preferences. The "time price" of one nonmarket activity relatiqe to

others is unity, since time spent at one cannot be spent at another. A

worker is thus able to allocate his time so that he derives equal satis-

faction from marginal time spent at each activity, which valuation is

equal to the marginal utility of the composite good, "leisure." Under

the free allocation assumption, the specific allotment of nonmarket

time to various activities may vary as the total amount of leisure de-

mandr.d changes in response to wage rates and income. That allocation

need not be of concern for our model, however, so long as it is unim-

peded.

The free allocation assumption is not, in fact, entirely realis-

tic. Ln particular, very few workers are fully free to allocate time

8
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at will between weekdays, weekends, and extended vacati(ns. While our

strategy in this paper will be to develop a model to be applied to a

sample of workers who have substantial freedom of choice in labor supply

decisions, such decisions still must be made within the structure of

institutional work schedules. Any marked change in this institutional

structure might thus be expected to change the nature of the composite

good. "leisure," and might result in significant changes in the rarameters

of the simple income-leisure utility function.

It is possible that a model could be constru...ted that would be more

robust with respect to the institutional structure ILat influences demand

for the various dimensions of leisure. A potentially fruitful approach

might be to construct a model along the lines of those developed by

Lancaster (1966) and Becker (1965), in which time is treated as an input

to a variety of activities that produce satisfaction for the worker-

consumer.
3 For the present study, however, we duly note the limitations

of our simpler approach and forge ahead regardless. After accounting

for unemployment, illness, and commuting time, which will be discussed

below, we define labor supply as the total number of hours worked per

year regardless of scheduling. "Leisure" is then the sum of all re-

maining time.

The treatment of all market consumption goods as a single com-

posite also rests on a number of assumptions. The simplifying approxi-

mation is expected to be acceptable so long as the intcznal price

structure of market goods remains reasonably stable, or so long as the

9
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goods whose prf_ces change disproportionately are neither strong comple-

ments nor strong Q!)bstitutes for leisure. For the recent period of the

energy crisis, with large changes in prices gasoline and other travel-

related goods, these assumptions might be questionable. The proposed

empirical work is based on the four-year period ending in 1972, however,

and for that period the assumption of a reasonably stable price structure

for most mark c.. goods appears to be plausible.

II. The Stochastic Properties of Labor Supply

The theory of utility maximization from which the properties of

the labor supply function are derived abstracts from any random effects.

On a given opportunity set there is a single optimal equilibrium point,

and the labor supply function describes changes in that optimal equi-

librium as the variables defining the opportunity set change.

In virtually all currently available bodies of datn, we .)bserve

not a single equilibrium position, but r. dispersion in the amount of

labor supplied for any given values of income and wage rates. The

usual practice in previous empirical work has been to graft a single

random disturbance term onto the labor supply function with compare-

tiv :tle direct consideration of the relationships of the random

to .e underlying utility maximization model. Substantial atten-

ion has been devoted, on a case-by-case basis, to various potential

that are related to problems with the stochastic specification

of labor supply, usually in combination with the failure of one or more
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of the other classical assumptions. We will review a number of the mnre

important problems of this sort in succeeding sections, but we turn first

to a systematic discussion of the stochastic properties of observed labor

supply behavior within the context of the utility maximization model.

If we were to observe the labor supply behavior of an ideal

cross-section of workers facing identical budget constraints, we would

identify four basic sources of random dispersion in the level of work

hours:

a. simple measurement error;

b. disequilibrium labor supply by individual workers;

c. differences between individuals in income-leisure preferences;

d. temporal variation in income-leisure preferences of indi-

vidual workers.

Measurement error and some disequilibrium effects are reasonably

easily accommodated within the stochastic specification of the standard

regression model and do not pose serious estimation problems. Larger

variance in the disturbance will reduce the precision of parameter esti-

mates but will not introduce biasos, so long as the disturbance is inde-

pendent of the explanatory varirhies in the model. The usual presumption

of a zero mean for the disturbance term is subject to some question in

the cases of measurement error and disequilibrium labor supply, but

given independence of the disturbance, this will not result in biases in

the directly estimated income and wage effects. Mere is a slight

wrinkle in this model, in that a nonzero mean of the disturbance will

result in a bias in the estimate of the expected level of work hours, and

ii



a consequent bias in the estiql_Le of the substituton effecr as calcu-

lated from the Slutsky equation. A bias of this sort is unlikely to

result in an important increase in the mean square error of the substi-

tution effect, however, since the expected level of work hours enters

the Slutsky equation as a product with the estimated income effect. The

latter estimate has a much larger relative sampling error under virtually

all plausible circumstances and thus dominates the mean square error.

The stochastic specification that follows from a diversity of

labor supply preferences is somewhat more complex. Again, the direct

estimates of income and wage effects are robust, but the usual estimates

of the substitution effect may be significantly biased even V-. the inde-

pendence and zero mean assumptions hold. We elaborate on these points

as we discuss each source of stochastic disturbance in turn.

a. Measurement error. Labor supply information in the Nichigan

Panel Stud; was collected by means of personal interviews. While the

questions were carefully designed to elicit information about born

regular work schedules and extraordinary overtime or layoffs, the result-

ing measure of total annual work hours is certainly subject to some re-

porting error. Errors due to rounding or to faulty recall may reasonably

be presumed to be uncorrelated wf-h the explanatory variables in the

model. There is some evidence from work on "Rotation Group Biases" in

the Current Population Survey
4

that reports of weekly work hours in the

early months of that survey may be exaggerated relative to reports in

later months. The figures suggest a possible upward bias of about 3

percent in annual work hours.

12
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In many studies, the wage rate variable "s neen constructed by

rep,:Jrtod cnrnings by r )rted work hours. That procedure re-

sults in biases from correlate, :s in variables. We propose to

avoid the problem by using direci. reported hourly wage rates. The

resultant model is thus not applicable to workers without defined

marginal wages, as will be further discussed in Section IV.

b. Disequilibrium work h Disequilibrium values of labor

supply in a given period may occur because institutional factors prevent

a worker ! "fine tuning" his hours of work. Examples of dinplacements

from equilibrium are short work weeks or unemployment on the one hand and

unwanted compulsory overtime on the other. The magnitude of the displace-

ment may be great enough to create significant dinnatinfaction with the

constraints on work Limo or small enough to constitute no more

than a minor annoyance. An will be diocunned in a later section of thi:.

paper, we will find it ncessary to distinguinh thone workern with

relativ I severe di,;,quilibrium problems and treat them neparately In

the I or Nupply annlynin. The distribution of nuch nerioun displace-

mentn from equilibrium In henvily nkowed on the negative nide, nnd they

cannot be incorporated into the simple ntochnutic npecificntion without.

risk of nerionm binnen andmor 1011M of ontimntion precinion. Below uome

threshold of utility htss, however, dinplacements from equilibrium may

be expected to have reasonably well-behsved ntochnntic propertien.

The bank for our distinction with renpct to the nerionnnenn of

labor Nupply dinequilibtium hi provided by a nerien of quentionn

each yeitr in the Michigan Piffle! !;tudy nl Income Dynamics. Th quentionn

I 3
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are designed to ascertain whether a worker had freedom of choice in his

hourm of work and, if not, whether he was dissatisfied with the limits on

5
his labor supply. The questions about freedom of choice in work hours

pertain to reasonably straightforward factual information. Those about

satisfaction with existing limits on w3rk hours are more hypothetical.

Economints are rightfully skeptical about literal interpretations of

responsen to such questions. In the prcsent case, however, these re-

.ponses have a plausible Interpretation within the context of the

utility maximization model.

Any ,,r1,er who reports 'bat. hin work hours were limited in one

direction !S other in (.:.likely to be precinely at his optimal labor

..upply position. It the dInequilfbrlum dInplacements are small, they will

cans'. small utility lonaen which are likely to be ignored or moon for-

woten. On the other hand, nufficiently large dinplacementn from

equilibrium may he expected to result in tangible utility lonnen. If

!he utility Ions exceeds a worker's nublective threshold of tolerance,

he mnY he expected to rempond that he wan dlnnatinfied with the limitn

on his work hours. The fact that n large majority of hourly workers

laced now limitn on their hourn but only about half of them! expressd

dIsmntisfnction
6

lendn credence to thin Interpretation. In any cane,

the dintinction may be subjected to empirical loran through comparative

wilimoteu for workeru in npproximate equilibrium nnd for thone who ex-

presned diuuallulmrtion with uvulluhle work bourn.

Th louts oi utility reuoiting From nonoptimul labor nupply will

depend on the properties ol the underlying income-leimure utility

lonctlon. The gvnerni ninon. ol the dependencv of utility form on the

11
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income and substitution parameters of the supply function is illustrated

in Figures la-ld. Tn each of the figures the optimal equilibrium on

the budget line OBPA is at the tangency point, P. The indifference curve

through points A, Q, and B in each figure represents the hypothetical

threshold of utility loss at which a worker expresses dissatisfaction

with constraints on work hours. If he faces institutional constraints

between work hours HL and Hu corresponding to points B and A on the

hudget line, he will not express dissatisfaction. If unable to work

at least H
I,

hours, however, he will report a desire for more work than

is available.

In Figure la the substitution effect is roughly constant and the

limiting values, and Hu, are approximately symmetric about the

equilibrium value, 11

E'

7
In Figure lb the income effect is unchanged

from la, but the substitution effect is changed to a strongly de-

creasing function of the marginal rate of substitution (or equilibrium

marginal wage rate). In Figure lc the substitution effect varies in

the opposite direction. An increase in the substitution effect flattens

the curvature of an indifference curve so that it remainn close to the

budget line for greater distances from the tangency point. Changes in

the nubntitntion effect along an indifference curve thus make the inter-

val hetween the dinnntinfaction pointm asymmetric relative to the optimal

equilibrium. Figure ld in nimilar to la in the shape of the in-

difference curven but mhown a much ntronger income effect. The threshold

curve In thus shifted to the left, again renulting in asymmetry of the

'IL, Hu Interval relntive to the optimal point. A weaker income effect

1 5
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woAld result in the opposite asymmetry. Clearly the overall symmetry

properties of the "acceptable disequilibrium interval" depend on the

joint impact of the income and substitution parameters, but only

fortuitously would we find perfect symmetry around the optimal labor

supply point.

The cve e alysis indicates that the component of the disturbance

term ari,ine froL cls,2quilibrium work hours will not, in general, have

an expecte, value of zero. If the asymmetry properties of the acceptable

disequilibrium interval are reasonably similar at different levels of

income and wage rates, the bias in the disturbance term will not imply

biases in the escin ted wage and income coefficients. The estimates of

the substitution ec.fect will be subject to some bias, but, as in the case

of measurement error, tIle net impact of the bias on the mean square

error of the estimate will almost certainly be negligible.
8

It is possible to construct utility maps in which the asymmetry

properties of the acceptable disequilibrium interval differ at different

Levels of income and wage rates. Such properties could result in biases

in the directly estimated wage and income effects. Only comparatively

extreme configurations of indifference curves would result in signifi-

cant biases, however, so it appears reasonable to ignore this issue

unless initial estimates indicate that further consideration is necessary.

In ove7-,iew, then, the above discussion provides a useful theoretical

structure for our consideration of the stochastic properties of labor

supply but does not reveal any substantial empirical problems that have

hitherto been neglected. It does, nevertheless, outline a number of

17
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potential problem areas that might be of greater quantitative importance

in labor supply analysis for population groups other than prime-age

married males.
9

c. Interpersonal diversity of preferences. In the previous

sections we have considered stochastic elements that take the form of

differences between observed levels and the true optimal level of work

hours. For simplicity in the present discussion we revert to the pre-

sumption that the true optimal equilibrium may be directly observed, in

order to examine the stochastic properties of diverse preferences. In

this model, random dispersion in labor supply arises because different

individuals, facing the same budget constraint will choose different

optimal work hours. Our concern here is not with those differences in

preferences that are associated with observable characteristics such as

educational background, race, or family situation. Rather, we wish to

abstract from observable differences among individuals and focus on

differences in preferences of the sort that give credence to the adage

"there is no accounting for tastes." Our discussion will focus on the

empirical problems caused by diversity of preferences in the context of

cross-sectional analyses. Certain of the problems discussed here may

be resolved through the appropriate analysis of panel data on diverse

individuals. Issues specifically related to such an analysis are

discusned more thoroughly in Dickinson (1976) chapter VI, and will be

only briefly introduced in this paper.

18
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The basic elements of labor supply estimation from a cross section

of diverse individuals are illustrated in Figure 2. If the appropriate

conditions are satisfied, sample observations of labor supply positions

on the three budget lines, (wo, (wo + Aw, To), and (wo, Io + AI),

provide sufficient information for unbiased estimates of the mean wage

and income effects in the population. A sufficient condition for un-

biasedness is that the same distribution of preferences is sampled for

each budget line. This assures that the difference between sample

mean values on different budget lines will represent an unbiased

estimate of the mean of individual responses to the corresponding

change in income or wage rates. The necessary conditions are expressed

in equations (la) and (lb). In special cases, such as symmetrical

truncation, identical sampling distributions at different budget levels

are not strictly necessary for conditions (1) to hold.

(1) a) E[H(wo + Aw, - E[H(wo, =

E[H(wo + Aw, - H(wo,

b) E[H(wo, AI() + I)] - E[H(wo, =

E[H(wo, Io + AI) - H(wo,

Given that the conditions of (1) are satisfied, estimates of wage

and income effects may be calculated from (2a) and (2b).

19
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FIGURE 2

ELEMENTS OF CROSS SECTIONAL INFERENCE ABOUT LABOR SUPPLY RESPONSES
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+ Aw, I
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) H(w
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I
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)

dW
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iT (o' I

o
+ AI) H(wo' I

o)
Dw o' o

AI

In the limic of small Aw and AI the estimates represent point deriva-

tives a,
o

and I
o

. Otherwise they represent linear approximations for

the respective effects over the given range. In actual practice, the

estimates will not be derived from a single set of first differences,

as in (2), but from a variety of values of income and wage rates using

a regression model and particular functional assumptions or approxi-

mations.

The extent to which the conditions for unbiasedness are fulfilled

cannot be established empirically from a single cross section of

observations on diverse individuals. Abstracting from the disequilibrium

effects discussed earlier, we may observe the specific equilibrium

position of a given individual on a given budget line, but it is not

possible to identify individual responses to budget changes. By the

equal distribution assumption we presume that individuals with similar

preferences are represented in our observations at other wage and in-

come levels, but we do not have the information necessary to establish

any direct correspondence between *he equilibrium positions of persons

with similar preferences at different budget levels. We might assume

that the nature of the diversity of preferences is restricted and well

behaved, such as that illustrated in Figure 3. The figure shows

three different preference functions that differ only in the level of

2 1
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FIGURE 3

WELL-BEHAVED DIVERSITY OF PREFERENCES
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work hours. The parameters of labor supply functions are similar
10

across

individuals in such a way that a given individual's labor supply position

and individual responses are essentially identical to the population

mean response. But even with such a well-behaved set of diverse preferences,

generalized to a continuous distribution, it is not possible to verify

empirically that the distribution of preferences is randomly sampled at

all budget levels. The credibility of our cross-sectional inferences

thus rests on our ability to identify and resollie problems that would

be expected to result in disproportionate representations of high- or

low-preference individuals at different wage and income levels. Almost

all of the major problems of this sort arise from a combination of

diversity of preferences and other complications of the simple utility

model; they are thus ap)ropriately treated in later sections of this

paper. We first address an estimation problem that follows solely

from diversity of preferences, even in the absence of difficultieS with

differential sampling.

Diverse preferences of the regular sort shown in Figure 3 could

be accommodated, at least to a good approximation,
11

within the

stochastic specification of a simple additive disturbance term in the

supply function. Under a more general interpretation of diverse prefer-

ences we would expect individuals to differ, not only in their expected

levels of labor supply, but in their other labor supply parameters as

well. An example of such diversity is illustrated in Figure 4. For

ease of construction, the degree of diversity is restricted to preference
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FIGURE 4

INTERPERSONAL DIVERSITY WITH RESPECT TO ALL
LABOR SIMPLY PARAMETERS*

Market
Goods

Leisure +Work Hours

*Restricted to preference functions in the parallel class
for ease of illustration.
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functions in the parallel class, but the functions shown differ in

income, wage, and substitution effects in addition to equilibrium

levels of labor supply.

For simplicity of expositic.1 the properties of the general

diversity models, we shall rofer to point estimates of labor supply

parameters such as w uld be obtained from idealized cross-sectional

observations at the three budget levels illustrated in Figure 4

with sufficiently small wage and income differentials. The stochastic

specification that allows for interpersonal diversity of labor supply

parameters does not pose serious problems for the direct estimates of

wage and income effects. The estimate of the income effect, say, no

longer corresponds to a single constant parameter but rather to the

expected value of the OLstribution of income effects across individuals

in the population. So long as the conditions of equation (1) are

satisfied, we obtain unbiased estimates of that expected value. Further-

more, the interpretation of the expected value, as the expected mean

response to an exogenous shift in nonwage income, is virtually indistin-:

guishable for policy purposes from the interpretation of the single

constant parameter of the simpler model. The same interpretation clearly

holds for the expected value of uncompensated wage effects.

The problems caused by the expanded stochastic specification

pertain to the estimate of the substitution effect as tt is usually

calculated using the form of the Slutsky equation. The usual estimate

is shcwn in equation (3a), and the corresponding population value,

2
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under the current specification, is shown in (3b;. As noted above,

the equations refer to point values e'laluated at some reference budget,

w , I .

0 0

(3) (-7) (:4)

all
b) E(g) = E E(H) . E

In general, the expected value of the conventional estimate, given in

(3b), will not equal the expected value of the substitution effect in

the population. The difference is easily demonstrated by writing down

the trle Slutsky relationships for the i
th

individual and then taking

the expected value for the population as shown in (4a)-(4c).

(4) a) S.
1

= RI)
\° i

(

aH aH \
b) E[s ] = ) ]E[Hi .

-15T
Qw

aHpH)
. E[ (ar 1.c) Ersil = Ei sw 31{) Coy [H, )1.

The covariance term in (4c) will not generally be zero if there

is any variance in the income effect among individuals. Thus, the con-

ventional estimate, which neglects this term, will in general be biased.

The properties of the negl,cted covariance term and the consequent

bias are discussed more fully in Dickinson (1976, chapter VI). In that

analysis the time series dimension of data from the Michigan Panel Study

2 6
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is employed to identify and estimate the covariance term and other

parameters related to divele ind ividual preferences. For the present

discussion it will suffice to present the simple concrete example of

the bias shown in Figure 5. The population in the example consists of

equal numbers of two types of individuals. Both types have zero

substitution effects as indicated by the right-angular indifference

curves, but those with higher work hours preferences in the illustrated

r:Inge have stronger negative income effect-s at any given wage rate.

If the population is originally in equilibrium cn the budget line OP,

at wage rate w, the two types of workers will exhibit equilibria

A
1
and A

2
and the observed population mean will be at point A with

work hours HA. If we then consider a compensated decrease in the wage

rate, point A as the point of compensation, the two types of

workers will arrive at new equilibria, Bl and B2, on the new budget

line CQ. The observed r-peiation me,in work hours, 1111, will be greater

than H
A
despite the lowered ..;age rate, yielding an apparent

negative substitution effect for the population.
12

The apparently counter-theoretical result would also be obtained

if we estimated mean expansion paths for this population at different

wage rates following the methodology proposed in Dickinson (1975).

The mean expansion path for wage rate w, is the line DAR. That for the

lower wage rate, w', is the line EBR and lies to the left of DAR, again

implying an apparent negative substitution effect.

The problem is not one incorrect measurement of variables, nor

is there any disproportionate :,ampling of preference types at different

27
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FIGTRE 5

APPARENT NEGATIVE MEAN SUBSTITUTION EFFECTS FROM A CROSS SECTION
OF DIVERSE INDIVIDUALS

Leisure+

2 8

-4-Work Hours
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budget levels. The negative compent-ated mean wage response is a con-

sistent property of a properly speAfied model describing the mean labor

supply responses of this population. It is simply that the function

representing the mean labor supply responses of diverse individuals does

not necessarily satisfy the simple restrictions that were derived for

the labor supply function of a single individual.

The bias in the estimate of the substitution effect will affect

simulations of responses to income maintenance programs, since the

most common method of simulating responses relies on the estimated

substitution parameter. If all workers at a given wage level are

affected by a maintenance program, the unbiased estimates of the un-

compensated wage effect and the income effect may be used directly for

unbiased simulation of zhe mean response to the program. The latter

simulation method will not be satisfactory for workers at higher wage

levels, at which some are affected by the program and others are not.

For unbiased simulation of responses for workers in the vicinity of

the breakeven level, one needs not only unbiased estimates of the

mean substitution effect but also estimates of the distribution of

individual values of income and substitution parameters, none of which

are available from simple cross-sectional estimates.

The bias in the estimated substitution effect also weakens what

has been the basic test of the theoretical acce, _Oility of labor

supply estimates. Under most plausible circumstances, however, it

is unlikely that the covariance bias alone would be strong enough to

yield counter-theoretical estimates of the substitution effect. In our

29
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judgment, it is thus a reasonable strategy to hold the question of

diverse preference bias in abeyance for the purposes of cross-sectional

estimation. Corrective estimates of the bias may then be obtained from

time series analysis of panel data.

d. Intertemporal variations in preferences. Just as different

individuals may differ in their income-leisure preferences, a given

individual may differ in his preferences at different points in time.

The implications of such intertemporal diversity are essentially the

same as those of the interpersonal variety discussed above except that

repeated observations on the same individuals no longer suffice to

identify the diverse parameters. Fortunately we may reasonably presume

that the quantitative impact of the instability of individual prefer-

ences is markedly smaller. We acknowledge the possibility of such

diversity here primarily for the sake of completeness in our discussion

of sources of uncertainty in the estimation of labor supply parameters.

This diversity is not expected to have any unique consequences and will

not be further distinguished as a separate component in the stochastic

specification.

III. Diverse Preferences and Endogenous Nonwage Income

We have focused on the estimation problems associated with various

random components of labor supply behavior in isolation. More serious

estimation problems arise when these random effects occur in combination

with other complications. One such problem that has received attention

3 0
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in previous studies is that the wage rate and nonwage income variables

that are presumed to be exogenous in the basic model may, in fact,

depend on unmeasured individual preferences that also affect labor

supply. The hypothesis is rilat workers with unusually high preferences

for income relative to leisure will also be likely to have greater than

average preferences for saving relative to consumption.

The problem is treated most fully by Greenberg znd Kosters (1970).

They point out that an unusually high preference for asset accumulation

relative to leisure will result in both high income from wealth and

high labor supply relative to persons with average preferences. In

the language of the previous discussion, there is a disproportionate

sample of high-preference individuals at high levels of observed non-

wage income. Cross-sectional estimates of the effect of nonwage income

on labor supply will thus be positively biased unless the effect of

such differential sampling of preferences is controlled for. Greenberg

and Kosters constructed a preference variable based on the difference

between the observed and expected net worth of a family unit. Including

this variable in the model produces estimates of the income effect

that are more theoretically plausible than those obtained without it.

The Greenberg-Kosters procedure is compelling in concept, but

the interpretation of the preference variable, as actually constructed,

may be open to some question. Cain and Watts (1973, p. 357) point out

a possible interpretation in which the measure of expected net worth

is viewed as a proxy for permanent income. A negative relationship

between permanent income and labor supply might then produce their

observed results. The constructed preference variable is also highly

3 1
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correlated with wealth income, which raises potential problems of

m.lticclil.nearity. Their estimates are remarkably stable across popu-

lation groups, however, so this estimation problem does not appear to

be serious. Potential problems of interpretation notwithstanding, the

Greenberg-Kosters method of controlling for differential preferences

and asset accumulation appears to be basically correct in concept and

to be addressed to an important estimation problem. We thus propose to

construct an analog of the preference variable, based on the more

limited asset information variable in the Michigan data, and to investi-

gate the sensitivity of our estimates to the inclusion of the preference

variable in the estimation model.

IV. Segmented Budget Constraints Having Known Structures

Throughout the derivation and discussion of theoretical labor

supply functions the opportunity set for optimal labor supply decisions

is presumed to be a simple budget line defined by a wage rate, w, and

a level of nonwage income, I. It is clear that a budget line so

simply defined will not accurately represent the net earnings opportunities

of contemporary workers who encounter two significant institutional

complexities: increasing marginal rates of income taxation and premium

wage rates for overtime work. Both of these institutional factors

result in budget constraints with linear segments, and with kinks

at points where the net marginal wage rate changes. Our basic

strategy in dealing with segmented budget constraints will be to

represent each segment in terms of the transformed budget

32
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variables that define a locally equivalent simple budget line.
1.3

The

reasoning is that a worker who maximizes his utility at a tangency

point on a particular segment of a complicated budget constraint would

have chosen exactly the same point if he had faced the simple budget

line formed by extending the given segment across the full plane. The

equivalence is illustrated in Figures 6a and 6b. In Figure 6a, the

worker has income, I
o

, and earns at a net wage of w
o

on the line

segment I0A. He then encounters a marginal tax rate, t, so that his

net marginal wage rate is reduced to (1-t)wo on the segment AB. His

optimal supply choice is at point P on segment AB. That choice would

have been exactly the same if he had received a level of nonwage income

I* and a constant marginal wage rate, (1-Ow
o

, for all hours of work.
1

In Figure 6b, the worker earns wage wo, on segment 10C and the premium

rate (1 + p)wo on the segment CD. He would have chosen the same

optimal point, Q, if he had received nonwage income I and earned

the wage rate (1 + p)wo for all hours of work.

The negative value of transformed nonwage income, VI, may cause

the reader some initial concern, but it creates no particular con-

ceptual problems. At a given wage rate the effect of a small lump-sum

tax will be similar, except for sign, to the effect of a similar lump-

sum subsidy. Indeed, without negative values of nonwage income, simple

budget constraints would never yield equilibria in a large sector to

the lower left of the leisure-market consumption plane.

Our treatment of negative income values is markedly simplified

by the fact that we have restricted the analysis to the consideration

of utility functions with linear expansion paths. Given linearity, the

33
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FIGURE 6

TRANSFORMATIONS FOR SEGMENTED BUDGET LINES

Market
Goods
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origin of the nonwage income scale is irrelevant, since equal income

differentials have equal effect regardless of the initial level. The

critical function of the nonwage income variable is to provide a metric

for the vertical distance between budget lines at a given marginal

wage rate. Hall (1973) chooses to evaluate this vertical distance at

2000 annual work hours, rather than at zero work hours as we do. His

method always produces poAtive income levels but creates problems

because he estimates a curvilinear income response without wage inter-

actions. The income effect is thus constrained to be the same on all

budget lines that intersect at 2000 hours, regardless of marginal wage

rate. Expansion paths at different wage rates will then have a compli-

cated curvilinear structure that may or may not be theoretically ac-

ceptable. Hall acknowledges the absence of wage-income interactions

but does not discuss the implications. The magnitude of the problem

is reduced by his restriction of the range of income and wage rates in

his analysis sample and thus may not produce serious distortions in

his estimates.

The transformations that yield equivalent simple budget lines

are comparatively straightforward for the case of a single individual

in equilibrium on a given segment of a multisegment budget line. Life

becomes rather more complicated when we consider a sample of diverse

individuals in equilibrium on different se-gments at a variety of budget

levels. The problems are also different depending on whther we are

engaged in estimation or simulation.

In estimation we begin with observations of individual equilibrium

positions on various segments of a complex budget stru.:ture and attempt

35
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to estimate the parameters of a supply function that is defined in

terms of simple budget variables. If all goes well, the supply function

will be continuous and otherwise theoretically plausible and will

permit further inference about the structure of the underlying utility

function. Utility functions and the simple supply functions are presumed

to be stable attributes of individuals in the population so that success-

ful empirical inference should lead to those functions, whatever the

particular structure of the observed budget segments.

Simulation is essentially the obverse of estimation. In that

case we are presumed to know or to have estimated the parameters of the

utility function and the corresponding simple labor supply function,

and we wish to describe, or simulate, the pattern of optimal labor

supply behavior for a particular segmented budget structure. The results

may be summarized as structure-specific labor supply functions that

will generally involve intermittent corner solutions, dual values, and

discontinuities.
14

The main complication in the procedure is in the

determination of which segment the equilibrium will fall on for a given

range of budget variables. Will a worker elect to work more in order

to qualify for double overtime, or, at lower wage levels, will a worker

reduce work effort in order to qualify for an income subsidy? Once

these questions are resolved, the labor supply function for the particu-

lar segment follows immediately from the supply function for the equiva-

lent simple budget line. These solutions are specific to the particular

complex budget structures being considered and will not be further

developed in this paper. The primary emphasis here will be on the

problems of estimation.

3 6
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Other authors concerned with the issue of segmented budget con

straints and labor supply have approached the problem differently.

Wales (1973) assumed a specific functional form for utility and focused

on the budget structure associated with the income tax. He was then

able to incorporate tax parameters in the form of his estimation model,

so that the estimatiLn equation was directly available for simulation.

This method is not suitable for the current study, given our more

general approach to both the form of the utility function and the nature

of the budget structure. Brown, Ulph, and Levin (1974) specify the

supply equation in terms of both the average wage and the marginal

wage and then incorporate a second equation, baoed on the budget structure,

that relates the two wage rates. While this is an innovative and potentially

useful specification foc the supply function itself, it appears to make

inference about the utility function more difficult, and is thus poorly

suited to our purposes.

Diverse Preferences and Segmented Budget Structures

The combination of diverse preferences and segmented budget

constraints causes problems of estimation because different individuals,

facing the same budget constraint, may choose optimal supply positions

on different segments. The simple wage and income variables correspond

ing to the different segments thus become endogenous functions of

unmeasured preference differences. The nature of resulting biases is

illustrated in Figures 7a and 7b, using the wellbehaved distribution

of preferences introduced in Figure 3. In Figure 7a, the segmented budget
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constraint OABC has tax rates that increase from 0 on segment OA to

33 percent on AB and 50 percent on BC. Individuals with the highest

work-hours preference choose the equilibrium at point. R with the

lowest net marginal wage rate, 0.5w, and the highest effective nonwage

income, I. Individuals with lower preferences for work choose

equilibria at Q and -2, with successively higher marginal wage rates

and lower levels of effective nonwage income. All individuals in the

illustration face the same opportunity set, so the differences in values

of effective simple budget variables are solely a result of differences

in choices. If these differences in the levels of transformed budget

variables from the same opportunity set were naively included in a

cross-sectional regression analysis, they would cause a positive bias

in the estimated response to exogenous incore differentials and a

negative bias in the estimated wage response.

Figure 7b shows an opportunity set with increasing premiums

for overtime work. There is no premium in segment DE, "time and a

half" in segment EF, and double time in segment FG. Again the different

preference types are conveniently shown with equilibria on each segment.

In this case the spurious correlations between work hours and the trans-

formed budget variables are opposite from those in the case of increasing

marginal taxation. Given that the workers from whom we have data face

a combination of the two effects, the potential biases may be offsetting

to some degree. The tax structure and the overtime structure are cer-

tainly not symmetrical, however, and in any case it is desirable to

treat the potential bias problem more systematically.

3 9
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The most feasible solution to the problem of bias due to self-

selection of budget segments is to Impute the same values of budget

variables to all individuals T.no face the same opportunity set.15 The

imputed values of simple budget variables corresponding to a given

segmented budget line should ---1.7ent "average" values in the sense

that the mean labor supply that %, ald be observed if all individuals

faced the imputed simple budget line closely approximates the mean value

that actually is observed on the segmented line. An imputed budget

line of this sort is shown in Figure 7a as the line O'ABC'. If all

individuals faced that simple budget constraint, the equilibria would

be at P', Q, and R'; the mean of those labor supply values closely

approximates the mean of the observed points, P, Q, and R. In Figure

7b the imputed line is D'EF W; the mean of the hypothetical equilibria

T', U, and V' again closely approximates the mean of those actually

observed. In Figure 7a the observed variance of unexplained differences

between individuals is smaller than the variance that would be observed

on the imputed simple line. The reverse is true for the case of

Figure 7b. These variance differentials will have some consequences

for the efficiency of estimates, but so long as the mean-value equivalence

is maintained at all budget levels we have reasonable assurance of

unbiased estimates.
16

N.Pt. Budget Imputations Under the Income Tax

The particular methods of imputation and transformation are slightly

different for the tax structure and the overtime premium structure. We

will discuss the two cases separately and then combine the two procedures

4 0
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in our empirical analysis. Under the income tax system a worker with

a constant marginal wage rate has the gross market income as shown in

equations (5a)-(5c). The variable X in the tax equation represents

exemptions and deductions that affect tax liability but are not a function

of gross income.

(5) a) M wH + I. (gross market income)

b) Tax T(M X). (total tax liability)

c) M
net

- wH + I - T(M X). (net market income

fn a given tax bracket, we denote the marginal tax rate by ti,

no that a worker's net marginal wage in the range of work hours that

places him in that braCtet is given by (1-t )w. Extending the budget

Ilne with thin marginal wage rate hack to zero work hours then yields

the effective lvel of nonwage income shown in (6a)-(6c).

(6) a) I* M w H
net net

b) I* wH + I - T(M - X) - [1-t ] . wH,

c) I* I + [t
i
wii T(M - X)].

For a given value of I, the parenthenized exprennion in (5c) in a

conntant within n given tax bracket, nince total tax liability varien

directly an the marginal tax rate timen earningn. As the wage rate

and/or work hourn increnne no that earnings nurpann the break point of

a higher tax bracket, there in n dincontinuoun jump in the marginal tax

4 1
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rate and in the effective level of nonwage income, I*. However, if we

consider a distribution of individuals facing successively higher

gross wage rates, only a fraction of the distribution will pass over

the break point for any given small change in the wage rate. The

average budget line that we wish to impute to all individuals in the

distribution at any given budget level thus evolves much more smoothly

and continuously than the effective budget line for a single individual.

A simple way to provide such a smooth evolution in the budget line is

to approximate the stepwise increase in marginal tax rates by a con-

tinuous linear function of taxable income.
17

The corresponding function

for total tax liability is then a simple quadratic function of taxable

fncome. The points on each of these functions corresponding to the ex-

pected level of gross market income, given w and I, are taken as the

appropriate tax values for the imputed average budget line. The

elements of the transformation are shown in equations (7a)-(7d).

(7) a) i = 'E(w, T). (estimated earnings (wH))

b) fig = E + I. (estimated gross market
income)

n "
t = t(M X). (imputed marginal tax rate)

d) T = T(Mg X). (imputed tax liability)

These imputed tax values are incorporated into the imputed net

budget constraint as shown in equations (8a) and (8b).

4 2
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(8) a) A = (1-E)wH + I + (E E - T).
net

b)
net net

The values of the imputed simple budget variables, w* and I*,

are given explicitly in (9a) and (9b).

(9) a) (1 - Ow.

b) I* = I + (E T).

The tilde notation is used in order to emphasize that only the

tax parameters are estimated in the imputed budget constraint. Since

these estimates involve a good approximation to a slowly varying known

structure, the estimation error is virtually negligible by comparison

with imputations in studies that involve estimates of the gross wage

rate itself.
18

Imputation of Simple Budget Lines For Structures With Overtime Premiums

The empirical analysis proposed in this study will be restricted

to workers in jobs with hourly marginal wage rates that are known and

are different from zero. The measured wage variables are derived from

responses to direct questions about both the marginal wage rate and

the regular time wage rate. These measures represent a substantial

improvement over the wage data available for most previous studies, in

which the typical wage measure has been average hourly earnings computed

4 3
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as the ratio of reported total earnings to reported total work hours.

That average hourly earnings measure not only neglects the structure of

19.

marginal wage rates but also is the source of estimation problems

due to potential errors of measurement that are correlated with errors

in the dependent varia1e.
20

The typical hourly wage worker receives a "straight time" wage

for a standard work week, usually 40 hours, and a 50 percent premium,

"time and a half," for overtime. Higher premiums are often paid for

holiday work and for overtime in excess of a cutoff, which may depdnd

on the particular labor contract. As shown in Table 1, more than 85 per-

cent of hourly workers in the proposed analysis sample report that

their rates for extra work are 1.5 times their regular wage rates.

About 4 percent report double time or higher wage rates for extra work,

while about 9 percent report no overtime premium. Of the latter group,

it is apparent that fewer than 4 percent might receive overtime premiums

but choose to work too little to qualify. Evidently the remaining 5 per-

cent of workers are employed at jobs that do not offer overtime premiums,

since they do not receive premium rates despite the fact that they

regularly work more than 40 hours per week. If we ignore this small

final category of workers for the moment, the work-hours choices of.

individuals who face the typical premium structure appear to be symmetrical

with a large central majority choosing work hours on the budget s ment

with a 50 percent premium. The symmetry of the choices means that the

modal budget segment also closely approximates the average budget line,

which we wish to impute to all workers on the segmented structure. Given

this close approximation and the simplicity of the procedure, w will

impute overtime premiums of 50 percent to all workers who face a premium

wage structure.
4 4
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TABLE 1

Marginal Wage Relative To Regular Wage
Analysis Sample of Employed Married Males

Who Receive Pay for Extra Work

Incl. 2nd job

Marginal wage equal to
regular wage and regullrly
works 40 hours of less

Marginal wage 1.5
times regular wage*

Marginal wage twice
regular wage or more

Works overtime but does not
receive premium wage*

3.8%

86.8%

3.8%

5.4%

Note: The analysis sample incluues panel study respondents who reported
both a regular wage rate and a wage rate for extra work on their main
job in the years 1969 through 1972. The sample is also restricted to
those who were free to vary their work hours in at least one direction
and were not dissatisfied with the limits they faced. An individual
could meet these criteria in any number of the four years. The unit

of tabulation is an annual observation on a qualifying individual, so
a given individual may be represented up to four times. There are 1288

such observations in the sample corresponding to 609 different indi-
viduals.

The tabulation is based on the following intervals of the ratio
of overtime to regular wage; less than 1.25, 1.25-1.75, more than
1.75. The observations are highly concentrated at 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0,
but there are a few intermediate valuea, perhaps corresponding to
piece-rate employment or other unusual pay structures if not to responsd
error.
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In our proposed estimation we will also impute the 50 percent

premium to the odd 5 percent of workers who work overtime but receive

no premium. This decision, admittedly arrived at after some trial and

error, is based on the inference that these workers might have chosen

jobs with the conventional premium structure, but chose as they did

because they faced fewer limits on the amount of available overtime.

They are thus apparentty a subgroup with higher-than-average work

preferences, and if the wage and income imputations for them differ

from those for the majority, the preference differential will bias the

estimated wage and income effects. We thus choose to impose the same

imputation. Separate estimates using the reported marginal wage rather

than the imputed wage for this group will also be presented to show the

sensitivity of the results to this particular imputation.

The mathematical formula used for the overtime transformation

relies cn the approximation that an individual qualifies for the "time

and a half" overtime wage for all work hours in excess of 2000 per year.

The imputed gross budget line thus has a slope 1.5 times the regular

wage but passes through the market income point given by the regular

wage budget line at 2000 hours. The relevant variables are shown in

equations (10)-(12), using the notation wr for the regular wnge, wot

for the marginal or overtime wage, and I*
ot

for the intercept of the

simple transformed budget line.

(10) m
2000

= w
r

2000 + I,

(11) w
ot

1.5 w
r

.
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(12) a) I*
ot

= M
2000

2000 w
ot*

b) I*
ot

= I - 1000 w
r

.

The budget constraint after the overtime imputation is then the

simple expression In (13).

(13) M
ot

= w
ot

H + I*
ot

The imputed budget constraint that combines the effects of overtime

premiums and marginal tax rates is derived by using w
ot

and I*
ot

as the

input variables for the tax transformations of equations (8) and (9).

Tt is possible to use this simple successful tra_isformation method

since the estimated tax rates used in the latter are based on the

regular wage, which defines the basic budget level, and not on the

reported margir-1 wage, which reflects endogenous choice. The results

of the combined transformation are given in equationc (14) and (15).

(14) a) w* 1.5(1-Ow
rot

A A A

b) i* I - 1000w + (t E - T).
ot

(15, ) w* H +
Ot

i
net ot ot



In estimation of the labor supply model, we also ran comparable

models without the overtime and tax transformation to test the

sensitivity of the estimates to the budget specification decisions

[Dickinson, 1976, chapter 5].

V. Short-Run Marginal Disequilibria, Potential Long-
Run Equilibria, and Moonlighting,

In Section II, we argued that small disequilibrium displacements

caused by institutional constraints may reasonably be incorporated

into the stochastic specifications of a labor supply model. We also

alluded to the problem of more binding constraints on labor supply,

which give rise to worker dissatisfaction with available work time.

The existence of such constraints has been acknowledged in a number of

previous studies, but it has not generally been possible to distinguish

between workers in true internal equilibrium and those facing limits on

work hours. In the absence of good data on the problem, it has generally

been argued that no serious departure from the assumed conditions occurs,

since workers may be presumed to adjust their work hours in the long

run by changing jobs or taking second jobs.
21

In the following dis-

cussion we prenent the contrary case that numerous workers are in cor-

ner solutions at significant discontinuities in their opportunity sets

and thlit serious biases mny result if all workers are simply assumed to

be in internal equilibrium at their given average or marginal wage rates.

For a pernpective on the problem we first review the unique infor-

mation about opportunities for varying work hours that is available

from the Michigan Panel Study of Income Dynamics. Information was

4 8
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collected on two major dimensions of work opportunities on a worker's

present job or jobs. The first is whether the worker would be paid for

marginal variations in work hours. The second dimension, discussed

briefly in Section II, is whether the worker faced constraints on his

work hours and whether he was dissatisfied with those constraints.
22

A categorizatiol that combines these two dimensions of equi-

librium status is shown in Table 2 along with the percentage dis-

tribution of the sample of employed male family heads across these cate-

gories in the years 1969-1972. If we accept this classification at

face value, we are immediately struck by the large propo.,:tion of the

working popuilatioa for which the assumptions of the classical labor supply

model are not strictly met. Nearly half of the workers in the sample

do not have a defined mirginal wage rate, and among those who are paid

for marginal variations in labor supply, more than 80 percent face some

limits on work hours and 35 percent are dissatisfied with those limits.

Overall, only about 11 percent of workers are fully free to vary their

work hours at a defined marginal wage rate 213 assumed in the labor supply

theory, and one-third of those gain that freedom by moonlighting.

The classification in Table 2 paints an extlftme picture of the

departures from the classical assumptions, so it ..- useful to consider

the seriousness of the variou6, problems individuary. In some cases,

such as in the minor disequilibrium effects disrosec: eoclier, in-

stitutional constraints pose no grave problems equi-

librium model. Other, more major, violations of ,,m;:.oi.ons of the
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TABLE 2

Equilibrium Status by Type cf Employment

Percentage of Percentage of
Full Sample Subsample

a. Workers employed at a single job that
pays nonzero marginal wages

1. Free to increase or decrease
work hours 7.4 16.6

2. Free to increase only--don't want
to work less 5.3 12.0

3. Free tc decrease only--don't want
to work more 6.7 15.2

4. Constrained in both directions but
satisfied 9.4 21.2

5. Want more work 12.5 28.2

6. Want less aork 3.1 6.9

b. Workers employed at a single job with
a zero short-run marginal wage rate

44.2 100.0

7. Apparently satisfied with work hours 36.4 86.4

8. Want more work 3.3 7.7

9. Want less work 2.5 5.9

c. Workers with entra jobs

42.2 100.0

10. Free to increase or decrease
work hours 3.5 :(1.2

11. Some constraints but satisfied 5.8 42.3

12. Want more work 4.2 31.0

13.5 100.0

Note: Annual observatione on a sample of employed married/men for the

period 1969-1972. Farmers and self-employed businessmen are excluded.
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model may have very serious consequences for labor supply estimation and

inference about income-leisure preferences. We treat the various dif-

ficulties in turn.

Marginal Wage Rate is Zero or Unknown

For the large groups of workers who do not receive defined marginal

wage rates, the analysis difficulties are a mixture of discontinuous

employment opportunities and measurement problems. Many of the3e

workers, salesmen and self-employed businessmen for instance, do face

reasonably smooth opportunity sets with positive effective marginal wage

rates and are able to optimize their labor supply in the classical

sense.
23 Unfortunately, no direct measures of their effective marginal

wages are available. It is possible to measure average hourly earnings

for such workers, but no data are available on the relationship between

their marginal and average wage rates. It is possible that the ratio of

marginal to average wage rates for such workers has an expected value

quite different from unity. And, whatever the expected value of dhat

ratio, the variance across individuals is likely to be large. As

such, labor supply analysis that relies on average hourly earnings for

workers in this group should be considered to be conditional on rather

strong assumptions about the unknown structure of opportunity sets.

For salaried workers
24

opportunity sets are both discontinuous

and unmeasured. A salaried peison may realize some return to additional

work hours in the form of possible future advancement, but it is unlikely
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that that return is equivalent to his salary rate on an hourly basis.

Thus, to a reasonable first approximation, such ..:orkers face a zero

marginal wage rate on their current jobs. A large proportion of them

report freedom to vary their work hours, but this is not meaningful in

the absence of payment for e%tra work. The realistic options for vary-

ing work and earnings thus involve job changes and second jobs. These

are discussed below in the context of workers facing limited work hours.

Binding Constraints on Work Hours

Among workers who are paid for marginal variations in work hours,

a large proportion report limits on their work hours. In an earlier

section, we argued that fow those who report no dissatisfaction with their

work hours it is reasonal,le to incorporate disequilibrium effects within

the stochastic specification of the model. However, for workers who face

limits on work hours and are dissatisfied with those limits, the dis-

continuities must be presumed to be more substantial. Such workers do

have the option of changing jobs or taking a second job, but have

implicitly refused those options. We know the marginal wage rate at

which the worker would like to work more (or less). We do not know the

effective marginal wage rate for the options he has refused, but we can

assemble some general information about the nature of those options.

A worker who wishes to adjust work hours by changing jobs may be

discouraged from doing so by two basic factors: the lump-sum costs of

a job change and possible unfavorable wage rate differentials. Lump-sum

costs, such as moving expenses or loss of pension benefits, may be

5 2
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relatively small in some cases but are likely to be a significant barrier

to mobility in others. Wage rate differentials, on the other hand,

need not be large to present the worker with a substantial discontinuity,

since any such differential will affect all hours of work, not just those

at the margin. In effect, the worker faces the analog of a marginal

revenue curve. As an example, an increase of 10 percent in work

hours achieved by changing to a job with a 2 percent lower wage rate

would result in an effective wage rate for those additional hours that

was 22 percent below the original rate.
25 Workers who have found jobs

with above average wage rates would thus be unlikely to change jobs

despite substantial marginal disequilibrium at their stated wage rates.

A second job might offer somewhat more favorable opportunities for

upward adjustments of labor supply than would a job change. Over-

head costs such as travel time and expense are likely to be dispro-

portionately large for moonlighters and may deter some persons from

second jobs. They are unlikely to be as important as the costs of a

job change, however. Wage differentials that a moonlighter may face

will not, of course, affect his primary job earnings and thus will not

have the compounded effect discussed lbove. There is some evidence that,

on average, second-job 'holders do not fare badly on their second jobs

relative to their regular wage rates on their primary jobs. The data

reported by Schiffman (1963, pp. 520-522) suggest that approximate median

hourly earnings for moonlighters on their second jobs are slightly higher

than their hourly earnings on primary jobs.
26

The Michigan data permit

us to take a more detailed look at comparative wage rates on primary
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and second jobs. These data are tabulated in Table 3 in the form of

ratios of moonlighting wage rates to regular and overtime wage rates on

primary jobs. The sample mean of the ratio of moonlighting wage rates

to primary regular wage rates, given in column 6 of Table 3A, is 0.92,

which is reasonably comparable to the 1.13 figure based on the ratio

of mcdians in the Schiffman study. However, the Michigan data also show

substantial variability in relative opportunities, along a strong

systematic relationship to the level of the primary job wage. Even for

those workers with regular primary wages below $4 per hour for whom the

mean ratio is unity, the distribution is skewed, with 36 percent having

a ratio below 0.75, while a fortunate 22 percent have ratios of 1.24 or

above. For workers with regular wage rates above $4 per hour, the

relative moonlighting opportunities are much less favorable, with

46 percent facing a wage ratio below 0.75 as compared with 17 percent

with ratios above 1.25.

Table 3B presents the comparisons with overtime wage rates that

are viewed as the relevant marginal wage rate for individual labor supply

decisions. Not surprisingly, all of the effects noted in the regular

wage comparison are evident and stronger here. Overall, the mean ratio

of moonlighting to overtime wage rates is 0.66, aud the ratio declines

with increasing primary job wage. Nearly three out of four moonlighters

have extra jobs with wage rates less the 75 percent of their primary

overtime wage, and more than 40 percent take wage cuts of 50 percent or

more.
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TABLE 3

SECOND-JOB WAGE RATES RELATIVE TO REGULAR AND OVERTIME WAGE RATES. Prime-kge Married Male MoonligUrs

Who Reported Wage Rates on Both First and Second Jobsa

r.ean Percentage

.J7:2er 5-.74 .1.)-1.24 1.25-1.49 1.5T Ratil of Sa:ple

:e Rate

n
A. Ratio of 'Aonli-a.; L o Rre,Lar ,age nate

7,7 28.5 41..8 5,4 16.5 1.00

23.3 23.2 3c).3 6.7 10.4 0.8;-

16.3 25.4 31.6 6.2 Q 0.92

B. Ratio of MoonliOt Wue RP.te to Ovenile Wat Rates

1+aze :zross)

23.3 33.6 23,6 2.9 9.6

L,5,8 32.6 5.8 2.3 3.6

41.2 33.6 17.8 2.4 5.1

Ov:e Wa;e (gross)

.."
.)

11-V!,
r--

C. Ratio of Xoonlight V4e Rate to Overtime Wage Rate for

sample of Rcportirq: '!:oonlighters Who Wanted Still

ore Work (28% of abo7e sample; 115 observations)

36.1

47.7

44.1

43.9

39.7

41.0

9.1

8.6

8.8

3.)

2.3

2.6

7.8

1.7

3.6

a.

0.59

0.66

0.78

0.54

0.61

26.0

74.0

100.0

31.3

68.7

100.0

Note: a413 observations,
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We may presume that all of the workers who wanted more work but

did not take second jobs faced some effective wage penalty, else they

would not rationally have remained in disequilibrium. The lower portion

of the distribution of observed wage rates is thus indicative of the

magnitude of the discontinuity in marginal wage rate faced by this group.

If we assume that those who did not take second jobs faced a distri-

bution of pportunities as good as those who did, then the magnitude of

the average discontinuity may be placed in the neighborhood of a 50 percent

deficit relative to r -ginal wages on the primary job. In fact, those

who remained in dise, Abrium may be expected to include dispro-

portionate numbers of those who faced unusually poor second-job oppor-

tunities. The tabulation in Table 3C for moonlighters who wanted still

more work than they were able to find may give a better sense of the

opportunities faced by marginal second-job holders.
27

Of these, 85 percent

took at least a 25 percent wage cut and 44 percent accepted a second-

job wage rate of less than half their primary overtime wage rate.

It is clear from the above tabulations that many if not all under-

employed workers face substantial unfavorable discontinuities in marginal

wage rates. Overhead costs such as transportation, tools, and training

add to the magnitude of the discontinuity. It is thus evident that

these corner solutions cannot simply be assumed away and that the in-

clusion of such observations in the estimation sample at their nominal

wage rates could result in serious biases.

In our empirical work, reported elsewhere (Dickinson, 1976 chapter 5],

we estimate the parameters of the model for a select sample of workers

whose responses to the set of work constraint questions indicate that they
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are in labor supply equilibrium or suffer only minor displacement from

such an equilibrium.
28 A comparative estimation is proposed for the

sample of workers who are in determinate corner solutions, specifically

those workers who reported that they were unable to find as much work as

they wanted. The contrast between the two estimation samples abstracts

from periods of full unemployment, which are separately controlled for, as

discussed in the following section.

If workers in the constrained sample are significantly displaced

from their desired labor supply positions, as we contend, then we

expect the estimated parameters to reflect the demand conditions that

underlie the constraints rather than th, supply parameters corre-

sponding to our utility optimization model. Coefficients of variables

that are related only to supply effects are expected to be smaller in

magnitude in the constrained sample than in the equilibrium sample. We

expect this contrast in magnitude of effects to be observed both for

economic variables that affect only the supply side and for those

demographic variables that are related to systematic preference differ-

entials for labor supply.

In the judgment of this author, the evidence presented above and

the empirical results presented elsewhere (Dickinson, 1976, chapter V)

provide persuasive support for our decision to exclude from our primary

analysis those workers who face binding constraints. However, some

question remains as to whether the remaining select equilibrium sample

satisfies the equal sampling conditions necessary for unbiased cross-

sectional estimates. Before addressing rhis question re need to consider

5 8
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the estimation problem caused by workers who do take moonlighting jobs

as a solution to constraints on their primary jobs.

Mbonlighting

Workers who do take second jobs represent the opposite end of

the spectrum from those who report inadequate work on taeir primary

job but implicitly refuse the moonlighting option. About 70 percent

of moonlighters are in reasonable labor supply equilibrium, as required

for our select sample, but the observed behavior of these workers

creates a number of potential problems for labor supply estimation. If

we were to enter moonlighting observations in the regression model at

their observed marginal wage rates, we would encounter endogeneity

problems similar to, buc more serious than, those due to increasing

marginal tax rates as illustrated in Figure 7a. Given the relatively

unfavorable earnings opportunities available to moonlighters, only those

in iduals with above average preferences for market consumption rela-

tive to leisure would choose to take second jobs. The resulting en-

dogenous correlations between high work hours, low marginal wage rates,

and high effective levels of nonwage income would result in serious

biases to cross-sectional estimates.

An alternative estimation procedure involves imputing the

primary-job budget line to moonlighters. This specification is still

problematical, but it will be one of those tried in the empirical analy-

sis. The imputation does avoid endogeneity of the budget variables, but

at the expense of major misspecifications. Some misspecifications were

involved in the tax and overtime imputations discussed earlier, but the
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imputations in those cases were chosen so that misspecification effects

approximately averaged out. It is clear from Table 3 that the differential

between first- and second-job wage rates depends on the wage level, so

that the misspecification effects will not average out in the present

case. Our rationale in experimenting with this specification is that it

is similar to those From previous analyses that ignore the status of

moonlighters, 29 and thus that it provides a point of comparison for

the estimates obtained under our preferred specification.

A more fully satisfactory imputation procedure for moonlighters

would require explicit modeling of differential preference effects and

of the full distribution of second-job opportunities, both accepted and

refused. Such a model is beyond the scope of the present study. Our

simpler alternative involves the effective exclusion of moonlighters

from the estimation. The exclusion is accomplished by means of a

dummy variable and a complete set of wage and income interactions for

moonlighters. The basic coefficients then represent parameter estimates

for workers who are in equilibrium on their primer, jobs, and the inter-

action coefficients give a direct reading on the nature of misspecifi-

cation biases in models that ignore moonlighting.

Given all of the specification decisions discussed above, the

estimates from our proposed empirical work will be conditional upon

the highly selected sample. The individuals to whom the estimates

apply are healthy, prime-age married males employed at a single job

who are in approximate equilibrium at a known, nonzero marginal wage

rate. We have argued that these restrictions are necessary if we are

to make inferences about the underlying preference structures using the

6 0
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classical utility maximization model. We do not contend that the

estimates that we obtain for the highly select sample will represent

all preferences nor that they necessarily will be close to the average

preferences in the full_ population. The reader should recall that it

is not necessary tnat the sample of workers be representative of all

workers in the population. So long as it is a consistent subsample at

different budget levels, we can obtain unbiased estimates of labor

supply parameters for that subsample.

One small
30

but important group of married males who are not

represented consists of those who choose not to participate in the labor

fcrce. The exclusion of these individuals follows from the sampling

criterion that requires a directly reported marginal wage rate.

Even if the marginal wage rates available to nonparticipants were

known, however, it is not clear that it would be appropriate to include

them in a single-stage estimation proced--e. The observed level of

labor supply for nonparticipants is at a corner solurion more than

four standard deviations below the mean supply position of participants.

It is thus apparent that the labor supply behavior of nonparticipants

is influenced by unmeasured factors, be they personal preferences or

market opportunities, which are radically different from those in-

fluencing the behavior of their employed counterparts. It is the

opinion of this author that the different behavior of nonparticipants

requires explicit modeling of their special personal and economic

circumstances. Such modeling is beyond the scope of the present study.

Hall (1973) takes the contrary position that nonparticipants should be

included in a single-stage estimation procedure. He provides no
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discussion of the factors that might cause nonparticipants to behave

so differently from employed workers, however. Garfinkel and Masters

(1974) also include nonparticipants in a single-stage estimation

procedure, primarily because of the resulting simplicity o: their

simulation procedure.

A final question that we are not able to answer definitively is

whether the select sample satisfies the equal sampling condition.

That is, within the restricted sample, do the individuals who are

sampled at one budget level represent the same underlying distribution

of preferences as those sampled at other budget levels, so that the

equalities of expectations in equations (la) and (lb) hold true.

Full resolution of the question would require knoqledge of the unobserved

joint distribution of individual preferences and work-hours opportunities

on current jobs. We can address the question only on the grounds of

plausibility. Disproportionate sampling is unlikely to be a significant

problem for those jobs that offer complete freedom of choice in work

hours. The only potential sampling biases from this subsample of jobs

would arise if there were differential selection into such jobs at

different budget levels. We know of no evidence of such a problem.

Potentially more serious problems arise with primary jobs that allow

freedom of choice within limits. Workers whose preferences lead to

approximate equilibria within the free interval thus qualify for our

select equilibrium sample while those who are dissatisfied with the

limits are excluded. It is entirely possible that this selection

process could result in different slices from the prcference distribution

at different wage and income levels. At this writing, however, the

likely direction of biases that would result is not apparent to the
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author. It is our judgment an equilibriam sample

markedly reduces the biases from C.-..,sod-rei-Led institutional constraints.

Nonetheless, the problem may not have been fully eliminated and warrantc

further study.

VI. Empirical Treatment of Unemployment, Illness, and Commuting Time

The preceding discussion has focused on constraints on work time

while employed, and our primary analysis sample has been selected so as

to minimize the estimation problems caused by such constraints. However,

a number of individuals in the select sample did experience periods

of full unemployment, usually in the form of temporary layoffs or work

stoppages. Presumably, those periods of time do not represent voluntary

consumption of leisure and must be accounted for in our estimation of

labor supply parameters. The treatment of illness is conceptually similar

and will be discussed at the conclusion of this section. Commuting time

is also similar in some respects but r.ty require a more elaborate model.

One common approach to the treatment of unemployment has been to

use hours of labor supplied as the dependent variable in the model,

where labor supply is defined as the sum of work hours and time spent

in the labor force while unemployed. Hours of labor supplied during a

week of unemployment are usually assumed to be equal to weekly work

hours while employed. Samuel Rea (1971, 1974) has proposed a more general

treatment of unemployment that allows fot a worker to compensate for

lost wages by adjustment of his work hours subsequent to a period of

unemployment. Rea's model allows possible substitution-of unemployment

time for leisure.
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A graphical treatment of the Rea model is presented in Figure 8.

In the absence of unemployment, hours of work definitionally comprise

all of nonleisure time, and the equilibrIum level of work hours at

a given wage rate and level of nonwage income is shown as point P

budget line APE in the figure. In functional notation we denote this

labor supply p.7,sition by the following expression:

(16) H . Ho (w, I).

If a worker has Z hours of unemployment, none of which are con-

sidered to be leisure, then the equilibrium level of labor supply (work

hours plus unemployment) will be equal to equilibrium work hours in

the absence of unemployment plus an adjustment due to wages lost while

unemployed. In the figure, the flat portion of the budget line from A

to D represents unemployment time during which no wages are earned.

The rising portion of the budget line after unemployment is then parallel

to APE but lower by an amount Zw. The equilibrium at Q thus differs

from that at P by the amount of the income effect, as shown in equation

(17), with the income coefficient denoted by B.

(17) (H + Z) Ho(w,I) - BZw.

If some fraction of unemployment time, ISZ, is counted as leisure,

then the complement, (1-(5)Z, will be nonleisura time expended without

earnings.
31 The budget line will be flat over the interval AC and then

rise parallel to APE but lower by the amount (1-6)Zw. The equilibrium

supply of nonleisure at point R will differ from that at P, by the

amount of income effect -B(1-0Zw. Equation (18) expresses the function
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for the supply of nonleisure in terms of the function for hours of work

in the absence of unemployment.

H + (1-6)Z = Ho(w,I) B(1-6)Zw.

Taking the incidence and duration of unemployment to be exogenous,

we may solve (17) for hours worked as a function of wage rate, nonwage

inccme, and hours of unemployment.

(i9) a) H(w,I,Z) H(w,I) - B(1-6)Zw - (1-6)Z.

b) H(w,I,Z) = H(w,I) - (1-6) (1+Bw)Z0

For workers who are free to adjust their work hours subsequent to un-

employment and who are observed over a sufficient period of time for

the adjustment to take place, equation (19b) provides the form in

which unemployment hours may be entered as an independent variable in

the estimating function for hours of work. The coefficient may then

be interpreted as the product of an income effect due to lost wages and

an effect representing the substitution of part of unemployment time

for voluntary leisure. Since B is negative if leisure is a normal good,

both factors (1-6) and (1+Bw) are less than or equal to one, The over-

all coefficient is thus expected to have a magnitude less than unity.

The coefficient will not in general be a constant with respect to wage

rate and other economic variables, although it may in some cases be

adequately approximated by a constant.

In many cases wor7.ers will receive compensation from unemployment

insurance so that their decline in income is not as large as the
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loss in wages. Once the direct effect of unemployment time is controlled

for in this model, the resp-mse to unemployment compensation is expected

to be the same as the response to any other component of nonwage income.

The supply of nonleisure, in the presence of unemployment compensation,

AI
z

, is shown in equations (20a) and (20b).

(20) a) H + (1-0Z = Ho(w,I) + BAlz - B(14)Zw.

b) H = (1-8)Z = Ho(w,I+Aiz) B(14)Zw.

The solution for work hours is then given in t21).

(21)
= H(w,I+AIz) - (1-6,(1+Bw)Z0

Once unemployment compensation is included in the overall nonwage income

variable, the expected coefficient of unemployment time is exactly

the same as in equation (19b).

The Rea unemployment model is also appropriate for the treatment

of time lost due to illness. Illness time is presumed to be primarily

nonleisure, but some portion may be substitutable for voluntary leisure.

Sick time is frequently compensated by sick pay, which presents an

empirical problem since no measure of this income is available in the

current data set. Thus, to the extent that sick time is fully compensated

at regular earnings levels, and that compensation is not included in

nonwage income, the factor (1+Bw) will be biased toward unity in the

coefficient of illness time.

If residential location were exogenous, commuting time would

enter the conceptual model in the same way as unemployment and illness.

Even under that assumption, however, the actual mechanism of a u.Yrker's
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adjustment of work hours is quite different. Illness and unemployment

replace usual work time with enforced idleness. The first-round effect,

in the absence of any behavioral
response, is a one-for-one reduction

in work hours. Then, to the extent that there was an earnings loss and/

or an excess of leisure because part of the lost work time was counted

as leisure, the worker spends more timL working subsequent to the

unemployment or illness, so as to achieve leisure-income equilibrium

for the whole period. Thus, after behavioral responses, we expect less

than one-for-one
reductions in work hours. Commuting time, on the

other hand, has no direct effect on worl time in the absence of a

behavioral response. It is only after a worker has adjusted his work

hours to reach leisure-income equilibrium that h response tr, commuting

time is expected to be similar to the response to unemployment and

illness. The responses will still differ, of course, if a different

proportion of each time component is counted as leisure.

The simple model of labor supply response to comnuting time is

weakened when we recognize that workers may choose their places of

residence and ehus their time of commuting. Those for whom travel

time is more highly substitutable for leisure would choose greater

commuting distances without reduction of work effort, giving rise to

biases in the estimates of the simple response coefficients.

VII. Summary

In this paper we have considere4 a variety of specific problems

that are encountered in adapting the simple utility maximization model

of labor supply for use as an empirical tool in the study of observable
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labor market behavior. The first two sections weri, relatively general

and dealt with the appr,ximations inherent in the simple utility

model and with the stochastic specification that bridges the gap

between the exact theoretical model and the obviously nondeterministic

nature of observed behavior.

The utility model, based on the market consumption and leisure

time of the worker, was seen to be a powerful simplification that enables

us to mwiel those aspects of work-leisure choices that are systematically

related to economic incentives. A potencial weakness of the model lies

in the highly composite nature of leisure time, which is defined to

encompass all time not spent n labor market activities. Major changes

in institutional factors, such as work scheduling, or in opportunities

for leisure time activities might change the nature of the composite

good, leisure, and in tuLn change the nature of the approximate prefer-

ence structure based on that composite.

The stochastic structure of the empirical labor supply model was

seen to have four major components: measurement error, minor dis-

equilibrium effects, interpersonal diversity of labor supply preferences,

and intertemporal variance i preferences. The first two components were

shown to be compatible with the standard stochastic specification of an

additive disturbance term. Reporting bias or asymmetry of utility

tosses from disequilibrium effects might result in a normero expected

value for the disturbance, but that would have negligible effects on

the properties of parameter estimates. Diversity of preferences, whether

interpernonal or intertemporal, appeared to require the more elaborate

tochastic specification of a random coefficients model. Under the
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expanded model, the estimates of the income effect and the uncompensated

wage effect are expected to have essentially the same basic properties

and interpretations as in the simple mode]. However, the conventional

estimate of the substitution effect was shown to be subject to a bias

d. 1 to the neglect of the covariance between individual equilibrium

levels of work hours and individual income effects.

The latter portion of this paper has been devoted to numerous

specificati,n questions that are addressed to our proposed empirical

analysis using data from the Michigan Panel Study of Income Dynamics.

These include the development of a budget specification to account for

overtime wage premiums and progressive income tax rates, the determination

of sample selection criteria to minimize biases from demand-related

institutional constraints, and the consideration of a variety of

complications that arise when budget complexities and demand constraints

are observed la the c,ctext of a population of diverse individuals.

In the course uf the discussion, we have ihdicated our preferred

solutions to the various empirical problems. The Major features

of the preferred specification are (1) a budget specification that

imputes a 50 p. ,,nt overtime premium to all workers and adjusts for

marginal income taxes, (2) a set of control variables for diverse

preference.; that includes interaction variables for moonlighters,

the Michigan mea,ure of achievement motivation, and an analog of the

Greenherg-Kosters preference variable, n i (3) a selected r.Lmple for

empirical analysis that is restricted to individuals who are in

approximate equilibrium at a directly reported marginal hourly wirl
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rate. While we have justified these specification decisions at some

length, we have also outlined alternative specifications in each of

these dimensions.

In the final section of the paper we reviewed the Rea model

for incorporating unemployment time as an independent variable in

the empirical model of annual work hours. The model was also extended

to cover illness time and time spent commuting to work.
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NOTES

1
For family units with more than one worker, the opportunity set

is a plane or hyperplane, but our attention is focused on the simplest

case.

2The classification of such time components as unemployment, ill-

ness, and commuting time requires further discussion, which is provided

later in this chapter.

3 For a general discussion of models of this type, see the Symposium,

"Time In Economic Life," Ouarterly Journal of Economics, 87 (November

1973). The extension of the model envisioned here would entail the

adaptation of the Lancaster-Becker model to an opportunity set in

v/hich possible tradeoffs among different allocations of time are dis-

continuous. Succensful implementation of the model would then permit

the stUdy of institutional changer' that would change the structure of

the discontinuities.

Figuron reported by Bailnr (1973) indicate thnt the proportion

of male full-time workern I.Torting 41 or more hours per week an opponed

to 35 to 40 hourn dropn from jO percent in the first interview to 42

percent in the eighth interview, with mont of the decline in the

enriy monthn. If we annum that all oF the difference representn

hInn In th tnitini report and take rennonnble menn valuen of 52 and

38 hourn for the two gleupn, obtain a limiting figure of n 3 per-

tnt upward binn.

12
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5The specific questions are (i) Was there more work available on

(your job) (any of your jobs) so that you could have worked more if you

had wanted to? (ii) (IF NO TO i.) Would you have liked to have

worked more if you could have found more work? (iii) Could you have

worked less if you had wanted to? (iv) (IF NO TO iii.) Would you

have preferred to woe( less even if you had earned less money?

Distributions of responses and further discussion-Of the interpretation

of serious disequilibria are provided in Section IV of this paper.

6
To obtain a meaningful distribution on the incidence of labor

supply constraints we must also consider whether the worker would

be paid for marginal work hours. The combination of these factors is

discussed more fully in Section TV, and distributions are presented in

Table 2. The quoted percentages refer to workers who have nonzero

short-run marginal wage rates.

7A constant, substitution effect and a zero income effect will

result in exact nymmetry since thone properties imply indifference

curves that are identical parabolas directly above one another. In

Figure ln, the lowr portion of the curve han been flattened nlightly,

free hand, to compennate for the nonzero irumme effect.

8
In an earlier analynis, (Dickinson, 1974, p. 220, Table 4.6, model

3) the mean deficit ih annual hourn for workers who wanted more work

reIntive to thone with eonntrnined but natinfactory work bourn wan

entimated to he 150 hourn. The reference group does not necennarily

have mean hours at the optimum, but thone who want more -rork hnve

bourn below II
L.'

by defl.ition. The figure of 150 hourn per year

In I: Iiiut it rough upper bound for the magnitude of thy lnwer half-intervnl.

7 3
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HL, HE. If the upper half interval were very much larger, the net

asymmetry of the interval could be greater than the 150-hour figure,

but more plausible expectations would place the mean of disequilibrium

displacements within a range of + 100 hours per year. Such values

would result in biases of less than 5 percent in 4nnual work hours

and essentially negligible impact on the mean square error of the sub-

stitution effect.

9The assymmetry of disequilibrium effect may be an irnortant

factor for married women. Estimates restricted to participants

during a five-year period (Dickinson, 1974) indicated a steeply rising

supply curve for wage rates up to $2.50 per hour and an inelastic

response for higher wage rates. While not definitive, these results

suggest a strong substitution effect in the region of 1,1w marginal

rates of substitution (low-work-hours region) and a much weaker

substitution effect at higher marginal rates ) 'cutic . Under

these circumstances disequilibrium displacer,J: to -d fewer work

hours would cause small utility losses rel

on the high side. A relatiql effect is thn

working may be r,ufficient to value labor fc .

marginal conditions favor participation.

rO .qual displacement

' mp-sum costs of

Adrawal even if

10ln the illustrated cane the income and Lubntitution effert-t.

the same fo, .:P three preference type: but the uncompensated wagr

effect in greater for thone with "ower wlrk preferences as

by flu! Slutsky equation.

7 4
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Each of the illustrated preference function, ts a parallel

preference function. For these functions the 1".12.1rerence curves at

different utility levels are identical in shape, and expansion paths

(loci of equilibrium points with a given L., rate of substitution)

are parallel. The analytical properties ni '.hese functions are discussed

in more detail in Dickinson (1975).

11
For a simple additive disturbance be strictly appropriate, the

uncompensated wage effect rather than t:te s,ostitution effect should

be the same across individuals.

12
A large discrete compensated c.,'are in the w rate is used

for purposes of illustration, but the direcrion -le apparent substi-

tution effect would be the same in th,1 J Mit ni Ad changes.

13
0ur discussion in this section drawn or Lin work of Hall (1974),

Ren (1971) and Wales (1973). Greenberg (1')7') and Brown, Levin and

U10. (1974) address similar issues in :-Lle:ext of labor supply. The

problem of segmented budget const- also arises in the price structure

of electrical power; see Taylor c...".5).

14
Corner solutions occur when a kink between budget segments is

concave to th.1 origin Ind the highest attainable utility is at the

point cf the kink. Dual valu, f;:11 occur for kinks in the opposite

direcdon when a giver. indifference curve is simultaneously tangent to

two H.:, nents. Discontinuities go id-in-hand with dual values as

equilibria shift from one 8egment to another.

1
A more elaborate impu:.ation system might involve identifying

and controlling for differential individual preferences. Successful

Implementation of such an approach would preserve variances as well as

7 5
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mean values, but it is not clear that this advantage warrants the addi

tional complexity. It is clearly beyond the scope of the present study.

16Proportionate samp3ing is, of course, also necessary. The

distribution of indivir.ve_Ls facing a given segmented budget line must

be the same as the diLL7CrmL,ons at other budget levels.

17The actual marginal rate approximation has two linear segments

with a slope of 1 percent per $1000 taxable income in the lower brackets

and 3/4 percent per $1000 in the upper brackets. The maximum difference

between the stepped rate function and the linear approximation is 1.5

percent at the break points of the upper brackets, and the maximum

difference in total tax liability is under $40.

18
See, for instance, Hall (1973) and Boskin (1973).

190ne dimension of the structure is that many workers in salaried

Jobs report zero marginal wage rates. These workers are excluded from

the current anaJysis but have typically been included in previous studies

under the implicit assumption that they had marginal wage rates equal

to their average hourly earnings. We comment briefly on this issue in

the next section.

20
Errors in measurement of work hours will result in negatively

correlated errors in the wage variable, since work hours appear as the

denominator of the latter. The result is a negative bias in the esti

mated wage coefficient in an otherwise correctly specified model.

21
See, for instnnce, Kosters (1966, p. 26), and Rea (1971, pp.

48-49).
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22 The questions about constraints were described in footno*e 5.

The questlons pertaining to marginal wage rates are (i) If you were

to work more than usual during some week, would you get paid for those

extra hours of work? (ii) (If yes to i) What would be your nourly

rate for that o-vertime? (iii) (If no to i) Do you have an hourly wage

tate for your regular ,ork? (iv) (all except no to iii) What is your

hourly wage rate for your regular work time?

23Wales (1973) cites this freedom to vary work hours as a primary

reason for choosing to analyze 'no labor supply of a sample of self-

employed businessmen. However, he then assumes that the gross

marginal wage is equal to average hourly earnings with no consid-

eration of the measurement problems.

24Ve use the term "alaried" to cover all employees whose earnings

aro not variable on an hourly basis. It covers a scattering of non-

unionized hlue-collar workers as well ns more obvious salaried positions

in professional, managerial, or clerical occupations. An analysis of

the tharacteristics associated with such employment is presented in

Dickinson (1974, pp. 191-194).

25 Calculated a8 the change in earnings divided by the change in

work hours (.98w * 1.111 - w H ) / 0.1H 0.78w
o o 0 o

26Schiffman's figures are based on the Current Population Survey for

Vay 1962. Using those figures, we may calculate approximate hourly wage

rates for men as the ratio of median weekly earnings to median hours on

primary and secondary jobs. The resulting estimates are $2.40 and $2.70,

respectively.
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This comparison is confounded, since the "want more" gr.( q

presumably includes disproportionate numbers of high-work-preference

individuals who have low reservation wages. The distribution of best

offers that are refused by workers who choose to remain in disequilibrium

depends on the unknown joint distribution of reservation wages and

wage offers, with a wage offer being accepted only if it exceeds the

reservation wage. Under reasonable assumptions, the unobsez7ed distri-

bution of refused best offers will include a disproportionate number

of low wage rates relative to tiE observed distributicn of accepted offers.

28Workers are included in the select sample if they reported freedom

to increase and/or decrease their work hours or if they reported a

constraint in one direction and no dissatisfaction with the constraint.

Worker:, who were fully constrained but satisfied are excluded on the

basis of a judgment that their observed work hours are too subject to

a contamination by demand-related institutional factors.

29It is slightly different in that most previous studies have

used average wage rates, which are affected by moonlighting, and thus

involve a combination of endogeneity and misspecification problems.

30Greenberg (1972, p. 10) reported that among 9872 civilian married

males under 62 who were observed in the Survey of Economic Opportunity,

only 329 did not work and 250 of those were ill or disabled.

31
Pea used somewhat more general notation with the leisure portion

of unemployment time denoted as a function, g(2), so that corresponds
dz

to wit. S. Our notation of ji for work hours and L for leisure is also

reversed from Rea's usage.
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